Technological innovations provide an opportunity to improve product performance and reduce cost. Therefore, design organizations are interested in monitoring technological innovations. A large number of innovations are announced every year. Monitoring them manually is very time consuming. We are developing web-based innovation-alert services that can be used to monitor and communicate information about innovations relevant to a particular product design. In this paper, we discuss the required infrastructure, relevant design issues, and our approach to developing web-based innovation alert services to support product design evolution. We also describe a prototype innovation monitoring service for computer components and an interactive tool to transform semi-structured web contents into semantic representations in XML.
INTRODUCTION
Each year, innovation providers (e.g., developers of new components or manufacturing technologies) announce thousands of technological innovations (e.g., descriptions of new or improved manufacturing processes, materials, and components). If a design organization can redesign a product to incorporate technological innovations, then this might give substantial benefits to the organization, such as improvements in the functionality and performance of the product, or reductions in its cost [Urba93, Utte94, Ulri95, Ches96] .
However, such modifications will also incur substantial costs. To decide whether the benefits outweigh the costs sufficiently to warrant making modifications, the design organization may need to obtain and analyze information about many different innovations. In current practice, there are several significant problems with obtaining and analyzing that information:
• Innovation consumers receive too many innovation announcements to evaluate them adequately. A design engineer may receive several hundred innovation announcements each year, primarily through trade magazines and trade shows (for example, in a quick survey of a year's worth of four engineering magazines, we found more than one hundred new innovations just in the area of electromechanical sensors and actuators). Since several people may need to study each innovation announcement to examine its potential impact, the total amount of time needed for this task over the course of a year may add up to many weeks of effort.
• Evaluating and assimilating innovations may require reasoning about information from semantically heterogeneous sources (e.g., different innovation providers, different design tools, or experts from different disciplines). The ability to share such information is often hindered because of differing concepts, terminology, and assumptions about the world. Often, the loosely defined natural-language definitions associated with this information will be too ambiguous to resolve the differences.
• Existing search facilities are not adequate. Existing search facilities include general-purpose search engines (Yahoo, Lycos, Infoseek, etc.) and database query engines (at component suppliers' sites). Based on our interactions with designers at several leading design organizations (Northrop Grumman, Lockheed Martin, Raytheon, Hughes Network Systems, etc.), we understand that most designers do not use these facilities, because they find them to be of little use in improving their productivity. We believe that the above problems can be overcome by developing and combining new techniques for information representation and decision making. In particular, we envision the development of Internet-based innovation-alert services that will be used by scientists, engineers, and organizations to communicate information about innovations relevant to product and process design:
• Organizations will post innovation announcements (technical descriptions of innovations) on their web sites in order to facilitate the use of this information across interdisciplinary and organizational boundaries.
• Organizations will be able to create and deploy programs that will monitor postings about innovations, to search for information that might be relevant or useful.
• To help screen and assimilate the information resulting from these interactions and exchanges, organizations will have sophisticated decision models that capture the information about design decisions and process decisions needed to evaluate what impact an innovation might have on the design. Watch tools, such as 'price watch' and 'stock watch', are available commercially to help people track price and stock index changes. However, these tools are not useful for tracking innovation announcements because innovation announcements contain much richer information. An announcement generally describes innovation specifications that may have attribute/value pairs and values themselves may be symbols. In addition, different innovation providers may use different terms to describe the same innovation. Sometimes same terms may mean different things in two different innovation announcements. Furthermore, innovation announcements are published in html format on innovation providers' web sites. It requires extra effort to extract relevant innovation announcements from web pages.
In order to facilitate evaluating what impact an innovation might have on a design, decision models should be constructed in order to represent the design options that might potentially be used in design, and the decision-making criteria needed to decide which of those options may be feasible or preferable. From the decision model, design team can identify what changes of design variables may affect product design decisions and what design variables are likely to changed by innovations.
Web-based innovation alert services facilitate the monitoring of innovation announcements with desired changes of design variables. An innovation request specifies the condition or constraints that an innovation may become attractive for incorporation into a design. In order to develop a successful innovation alert service, we need to consider three issues.
1. How to properly represent an innovation monitoring request that contain numerical/symbolic values, constraints, and innovation alternatives? 2. How to extract innovation information from web contents and represent them in proper form? 3. How to determine whether an innovation is worthwhile to re-evaluate the design options? In other words, does an innovation meet the thresholds of design variables? In this paper, we discuss these issues and describe our approach for constructing innovation alert services. We present a representation scheme based on extended AND/OR trees that incorporate constraints and various types of innovations that might be of interest. We focus on extracting information from semi-structured web documents and transforming the extracted information to AND/OR representation for the convenience of information matching. We also developed an innovation scout agent system for monitoring computer products to demonstrate our approach. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works on specification representation, wrapper technology, and ontology based approaches for knowledge sharing. Section 3 describes the infrastructure and some design issues that could be encountered in developing innovation alert service systems. Section 4 presents our implementation of a web-based innovation alert service for computer product evolution. Section 5 summarizes our research work and directions for further study.
BACKGROUND

Representations of Product Specification and Design Options
The International Organization of Standardization has been developing standards for the exchange of product data under the STEP effort. The first parts of STEP to reach international status were published in 1994 and include product configuration, and product shape (geometry and topology [ISO93] and form features [ISO94]). These generic resource models have been extended into specific domains that include mechanical design [ISO95c] , electrical/electronics connectivity [ISO95a], and design and manufacturing [ISO95b] . A few prototype implementations have been reported that use product standards to exchange and store information across a variety of software applications and business enterprises [Petr92, Broo95, Hard96] . However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no formal representation available for specifying requirements or specifications of a product design.
Many previous approaches to representing and enumerating design options have used parametric formulation. In parametric formulation [Diet00] , a set of parameters can be identified for a concept used for realizing the product design. When the set of parameters identified for the concept is assigned valid values, a product design is obtained. The set of parameters changes if a different concept is considered for realizing the product design. However, parametric formulations do not work for the product development process in which different concepts are considered for realizing the product design.
Trichur used AND/OR trees to represent product design alternatives [Tric99] . AND/OR trees provide an abstract model that captures the hierarchical structure of a product design.
Design alternatives are explicitly modeled at each level of the functional decomposition process. Nau et al. described an AND/OR tree application to model manufacturing process templates in an integrated product and process design (IPPS) tool for Microwave Modules [Nau00].
Wrapper Techniques
With the huge amount of information available online, web information extraction has been a popular research area. Several terminologies, such as web mining, information retrieval (IR) and information extraction (IE), are commonly used in this research area. Kosala and Faloutsos et al. reviewed state of art research in this area [Falo95, Kosa00] . Usually software agents or intelligent agents are used to perform web mining tasks. One vital component of any web-based information agent is a set of wrappers. A wrapper is a piece of software that enables a semi-structured web source (a document is semi-structured if the location of the relevant information can be described based on a concise and formal grammar) to be queried as if it were a database. One of the critical problems in building a wrapper is defining a set of extraction rules that define how to locate information on the web [Knob00] . Muslea developed a hierarchical wrapper induction technique for semistructured information sources [Musl99] . Knoblock developed a system that is able to learn accurate extraction rules and verify the wrapper to ensure that correct data is extracted [Knob00] . This system can also transfer the results into XML.
For semi-structured web documents, current wrapper techniques are adequate. The only problem is efficiency. A large number of wrappers are required for the large web sources. An automatic or semi-automatic way to generate wrappers is also needed. W4F toolkit is able to help building wrappers that translate HTML pages into XML [Sahu99] . This toolkit provides a visual wizard for user to define web source, extraction rules and test the wrapper. Myllymaki developed another approach that uses reference point (anchor) in the HTML page instead of extraction rule in the case of extracting small amount of information from large sources [Myll01] . His approach can be quickly implemented.
Ontology-Based Approaches for Knowledge Sharing
In order to share innovation announcements and innovation requests, two organizations must agree to a common set of assumptions that provide a semantic basis for their technical descriptions. The specifications of such common assumptions are known as domain ontologies [Grub93a] .
The seminal work by Gruber [Grub93a] described the role of ontologies (as annotated logical theories) in supporting knowledge sharing. Since this paper, there have been primarily three approaches to using ontologies for managing heterogeneity:
• The first approach attempts to merge representations and create a common ontology that is shared by the different knowledge sources. The KRAFT project, a consortium of three UK universities in partnership with British Telecom, addressed the problem of knowledge fusion from distributed knowledge bases [Gray97, Shav97] . Both the TOVE project [Grun97a, Grun98] at the University of Toronto and the Enterprise Ontology [Usch97] at the University of Edinburgh designed integrated ontologies for enterprise modeling that can be used by software applications throughout the enterprise.
• The second approach to managing heterogeneity is to construct an ontology for each knowledge source and then build a network of mediators and facilitators that enable translation among these different ontologies. The Ontolingua project [Grub91] at Stanford provides an architecture for constructing, debugging, and translating ontologies written in a canonical format. Wiederhold proposed a network of mediators for translating among ontologies [Wied92] . Research has begun on several approaches to ontology-based knowledge translation [Grub93b, Baal94, Buva95] . In particular, the work of [Cioc00] presents a more rigorous framework for the problem of semantics-preserving mappings among ontologies.
• The third approach combines aspects of the previous approaches by designing a common ontology that all knowledge sources use as an interlingua. Since this allows the communicating knowledge sources to have their own, local ontologies, this approach is applicable to systems that were built without any prior intent for them to communicate. This approach was taken by initial attempts at standardizing the representation of process information [Catr91, Cain92, Ray92, Lee98] . NIST is also developing an ontology-based standard representation for process specifications in product development [Schl, Schl96, Grun97b] .
WEB BASED INNOVATION ALERT SERVICES INFRASTRUCTURE
A web-based innovation alert service is a web-enabled application that assists organizations and designers to efficiently monitor innovation announcements posted on the Internet, effectively process innovation announcements that are relevant, and alert users with potential innovations that may benefit organization and designers. In the following sections, we first present general system architecture of web innovation alert services. Then, we discuss important design issues.
System Architecture
A web based-innovation alert service requires performing three operations. It allows organizations and designers to specify innovation alert requests through web browser. The system manages these requests in data warehouse. It deploys information scouts to search and filter relevant innovation announcements posted on the Internet. Innovations that meet alert conditions are forwarded to requestors. Therefore, a webbased innovation alert service generally contains three essential modules:
• Web-based Interface: allows users to enter innovation alert requests. Each request may contain innovation requirements (including innovation alert conditions) and monitoring preferences (monitoring time or frequency, and notification method). This interface program analyzes innovation requests, transforms requests to appropriate representations, and stores them in persistent storage.
• Data warehouse: stores innovation alert requests and user profiles. It also stores retrieved innovation information if necessary • Intelligent control center: is the central part of an innovation alert service. It monitors innovation providers' web contents at the time and frequency specified by requestors, extracts information from web contents, filters out information based on user's innovation alert conditions, and notifies requestors if necessary.
Figure 1 describes the relationship of these modules. In the following sections, we discuss design issues for developing an innovation alert service. First, we describe a generic representation for innovation alert requests. Then, we discuss issues that the control center encounters. In addition, we discuss and present our approach to efficiently extract announcements from a web document. Finally, we describe how the requests are stored in the data warehouse.
Representation of Innovation Alert Request
In order to facilitate evaluating what impact an innovation may have on a design, we need to represent innovation alternatives that may potentially be used in designs. An innovation can be specified by a finite set of innovation specification items (attributes). Thus, a set of innovation alternatives can be represented as follows:
• Attributes represent product specifications or manufacturing process specifications. Each specification item is represented as an attribute. Note that price is also considered as an attribute because it is also an important decision variable when making product evolution decisions.
• 
). An operator pair ("<&<" or "<&≤" or "≤&<" or "≤&≤") is specified as a constraint of the attribute while the lower and upper limits are regarded as the children of the attribute node. In addition, complex relationships between attribute nodes can be easily represented in a hierarchical structure using AND and OR nodes. A dependent relationship between attributes is represented as a constraint to the common node of the attributes. An extended AND/OR tree is shown in the Figure 2 .
An innovation request specifies the conditions under which an innovation might have an impact on a design. Thus, a typical innovation request has the following parts:
• Alert conditions specify the nature of the innovation being sought.
• Monitoring preferences include monitoring start time, end time and frequency by which the monitoring job is executed. Monitoring frequency may also be assigned by the system in order to sample the web as few times as possible, without loss of data. We also use the above extended AND/OR tree to represent innovation alert requests. Alert conditions are specified as constraints of attribute nodes.
Information Scout Agent Control Center
Control center controls the execution of monitoring, extracting, and filtering of innovation announcements. Once a requestor submits an innovation alert request, the system stores the innovation alert request in persistent storage. The system schedule establishes first monitoring event in the system future event list. Each element in the list is an event that is to be triggered in the future. Each request only has one instance of the request in the future event list. When an event time is up, the system scheduler removes the event from the future event list. Since it's possible that several events are triggered at the same time, the removed events are actually stored in another current events list. An information scout agent is generated for each event in the current event list. Since each event keeps a reference to the corresponding request in the database, the agent can retrieve the request and innovation providers' information from the database and generate a wrapper for each website. After the web document is retrieved, the agent verifies each innovation announcement if it satisfies the conditions of the innovation alert request. The system notifies the requestor with matched innovation announcements. A framework of the control center is shown in Figure 3 . In the following, we discuss some design issues of the control center.
Life Cycle of Monitoring Agent
When an agent is generated for an innovation alert request, an agent of the same request for previous event may still be alive (it didn't finish the job because of internet traffic or some reasons). Different strategies may be adopted to solve this problem:
• Kill the previous agent before generating the new agent.
This leads to possible data loss, especially if the information is changing very fast such as stock information. However, for technical innovations, this is not a big concern.
• Allow the current agent to finish its job and generate a new agent when the previous agent completes its task. The next monitoring event for the request in the future event list may still follow the monitoring schedule or follow the delayed schedule.
Efficient Monitoring-Generating Meta-Request for Similar Requests
The control center creates an agent for each request. Since an innovation alert service provider may have millions of requests running everyday, the system may require huge amount of computing power to handle these requests. Efficiency becomes a very important issue.
Different requests may use the same innovation service provider. In other words, same or similar innovation announcements of this innovation service provider may be retrieved several times within a short timeframe. This increases the load on the server. One way to relieve the burden of the server and increase the monitoring efficiency is to generate meta-requests. A meta-request is a general form of requests on some website. It can be viewed as the union of several similar requests (those requests want to monitor the same or similar innovation announcements and at a similar time preference). Whenever a new request is generated regarding the same website, it is first compared to the meta-request of that website. The meta-request is generated when the first user request is generated. The meta-request 'aligns' all the requests towards that website. In that sense, it is able to update itself when a new request is introduced.
Matching Extracted Information with Requirements
An extracted innovation announcement is an option in the innovation alternatives. We can also use AND/OR tree to represent an extracted innovation. It is an instance of the extended alternative innovation options AND/OR tree in which each OR node has only one child and each attribute node has only one value. Although there are algorithms for comparing two general trees [Kosa89, Dubi90, Peli99], they are not useful for comparing extracted innovation with the extended innovation AND/OR tree.
An innovation announcement satisfies an innovation alert request if it satisfies the following conditions. First, for every attribute node in the extended AND/OR tree, there exists a corresponding attribute node in the extracted innovation AND/OR tree. We don't consider extra attributes in innovation announcements that are not presented in the innovation alert request. Second, if an attribute node of the extended AND/OR tree has value nodes, the corresponding attribute node of the extracted innovation tree must have one of the value nodes. Third, every value node of the attribute nodes in the extracted innovation tree must satisfy the constraints presented in the respective attribute node of the extended innovation AND/OR tree. An algorithm that checks the matching conditions is shown in Figure 4. 
Wrapper Generation
Obviously there is no universally applicable extraction rule that works for all web pages. But it is also inadvisable to develop an extraction rule for each page. We observed that most of the semi-structured innovation pages have the following characteristics:
• One web-page consists of several innovation announcements. If there are common attributes shared by all the innovation announcements, these attributes and corresponding values are put on top of all the items.
• Each innovation announcement is listed one by one. Labels or anchors separate each announcement. Table is the most common format.
• In each innovation announcement, interested attributes are mixed but they usually form several groups with rather fixed attributes components. The attribute name or some special anchors, such as the special unit of the attribute, can locate the value of each attribute. Figure 5 shows a typical layout of innovation announcements on a semistructured web document.
Scheduler
Thus the extraction rule can be formulated based on the meta-information of the page and predefined tokens to locate the start and end of each innovation announcement. Predefined tokens are those terms or units usually used with the parameters in an innovation specification. Attribute and value need to be searched in each group. However, there are no general patterns to describe how the attributes and values are organized in each group. A reasoning algorithm or procedure is needed to figure out each attribute and value. Different innovation providers may use different terms to express the same thing. Therefore, mapping the alias of the same token to a unique term is needed. A general extraction procedure is described as follows:
• Step 1: Define tokens and their alias for this category of innovation • Step 2: Search for metadata information that is the same for all innovation announcements in the same page.
• Step 3: Identify each innovation announcement; locate predefined tokens or their alias in one innovation item; and map them to the attribute-value pairs.
• Step 4: Repeat Step 3 until all innovation announcements are processed.
Data warehouse
The data warehouse stores future event list, innovation alert requests, and retrieved innovation announcements. Future event list is stored in the data warehouse for the purpose of system recovery. Innovation alert requests and retrieved innovation announcements are stored in XML format. We have developed a DTD file for them. The basic element in the XML file is a 'node' of the AND/OR tree. Children element nodes represent the relationship (parent-children) and constraints. A sample DTD file is shown in Figure 6 .
AN INNOVATION ALERT SERVICE
We have developed an innovation alert service for computer products. One of the reasons that we choose computer products is that computer component innovations happen rather quickly. A tomcat 1 web server hosts our 1 Tomcat is an open source web server. http://jakarta.apache.org.
innovation alert service. User connects to the server and creates requests using web browser. Servlets are used to verify user's login and process requests. Scheduler, a standalone program, is running continuously in the server. The scheduler is responsible for the monitoring requests. The scheduler keeps an event queue that stores monitoring requests. When an event is triggered, the scheduler retrieves the event information from the queue, gets corresponding request information of the event from an IBM DB2 database, removes the event from the queue, inserts the next event of the request into the queue, and creates an agent for the request. Each event has a unique event ID that is identical to a request ID in the database. The agent generates a wrapper for each innovation provider and starts to retrieve innovation announcements. The agent parses each announcement, converts it to XML format, and determines if it satisfies the request constraints. All matched announcements are stored in the database. An alert is also generated and sent to the user's email box. In the following, we describe our demonstration system.
XML Representation of Memory Chips Alert Requests
Our innovation alert service monitors computer memory chip innovation announcements. Generally, computer memory chips are classified by a set of attributes such as memory type, packaging type, speed, capacity, voltage, buffered or not, etc. Some attributes have symbolic values such as memory type. Some have discrete numerical values such as voltage and capacity. Though price is not an intrinsic computer memory attribute, it is an important decision variable in product evolution. Therefore, we also regard it as an attribute of computer memory chips. A portion of the computer memory chip classification tree is shown in Figure 7: A computer chip alert request extends the computer memory chips alternative options tree by adding conditions/constraints to attribute nodes. Figure 8 shows an alert request with three constraints. In this example, the system alerts the requestor if it finds any computer chips that has a speed between 66MHz and 133MHz, and its capacity is 256Mb, and its price is between $80 and $100. This request is stored in IBM DB2 in XML format. Figure 9 shows a fragment of the stored request.
Innovation Extraction and Matching
Our system generates information scout agents to retrieve computer memory chips announcements from some monitored service providers' web sites. An agent needs a wrapper to retrieve information efficiently. The wrapper requires two configuration files. One file includes some global information of a web document and explains the way data is structured, such as where the information is located in the web page, how the innovation items are organized and whether there is some information to be omitted such as unwanted list of price and so on. We call this 'website configuration'.
The other file describes how to format the output (to fit the DTD file), what information about the product is pertinent (what are it's attributes) and how to identify information as being a certain attribute. We call this 'product configuration'.
In order to improve efficiency and reduce man-made errors, we also developed a wizard for generating wrapper configuration files. This wizard has a step-by-step user interface such that configuration files are constructed correctly. The appendix provides an example of these two configuration files for a fairly structured web site.
Information scout agent also employs some simple pattern recognition algorithms to identify the attribute and values from mixed strings and stores computer chip announcements in XML format as shown in Figure 10 .
Each extracted innovation announcement is compared to the computer chip alert request using the algorithm introduced in section 3.3.3. An alert will be sent to requestor if there is an announcement that meets the request's constraints. The requestor can login to our alert service web server and review the results.
User Interface and Examples
A designer visits our system via a web browser. An alert request is specified through a series of Java server pages (JSPs). The first step is to choose a product category and select the monitored component. Figure 11 shows the second step interface that defines innovation alert constraints. The third step is to input monitoring preferences. Figure 12 shows a typical computer chip vendor's website. <?xml version="1.0"?> <!DOCTYPE memory SYSTEM "memoryChip.dtd"> <catalog> <memory_Chip> <packaging packagingType="DIMMs"/> <chip memoryType="SDRAM"/> <capacity>64MB</capacity> <speed>PC66</speed> <price>$45.00 </price> <errorCorrection CorrectionType="Non-ECC"/> <buffer bufferType="Unbuffered"/> <OEMpartnumber>M8*64 PC66</OEMpartnumber> </memory_Chip> <memory_Chip> … </catalog> Figure 10 : Fragment of Computer Memory Chip Announcement <!DOCTYPE memory SYSTEM " memChipReq.dtd"> <requirement> <node> <label>Requirement</label> <type>OR</type> <parent>N/A</parent> <children childrenNames="Option1&Option2&Option3"/> </node> <node> <label>Option1</label> <type>AND</type> <parent>Requirement</parent> <children childrenNames="packaging&capacity&speed&price"/> </node> <node> <label>packaging</label> <type>OR</type> <parent>Option1</parent> <children childrenNames ="DIMMs"/> </node> <node> <label>capacity</label> <type>OR</type> <parent>Option1</parent> <children childrenNames="lowerCap&upperCap"/> <constraints><&=</constraints> </node> <node> <label> lowerCapacity</label> <type>AND</type> <parent>capacity</parent> <children childrenNames="N/A"/> </node> … </requirement> Most of computer chip vendor' websites list the innovation announcements in a table format. However, location and descriptions of displayed attributes/values vary among these sites. The contents are still semi-structured and our approach can extract announcements correctly. Once innovation announcements that satisfy user's alert request are found, the user gets an alert email. User can also log in to view the result. Figure 13 shows the results from the sample website.
CONCLUSIONS
With rapid change in information technology, the Internet has become an electronic communication channel for innovation consumers and providers to share information. In this new era, product design teams require better tools to improve product designs in a timely manner. We envision the development of Internet-based innovation-alert services that will be used to communicate and analyze information about innovations relevant to product design. In this paper, we discuss the required infrastructure, relevant design issues, and our approach to development of web-based innovation alert services to support product design evolution. Our approach assists designers tracking innovations related to their designs effectively. Three issues are addressed in this paper:
• Representing alternative innovation options, innovation alert requests, and web innovation announcements; • Generating and controlling information scout agents to retrieve and parse announcements and compare them with requests; • Representing semi-structured web innovation announcements and generating wrappers. We also described an innovation alert service for computer components to demonstrate our approach. We believe that our system can be further expended to wider applications of innovation alert services.
Several issues remain to be further studied. First, to facilitate sharing innovation announcements and requests across interdisciplinary and organizational boundaries, we need a robust approach to interpret and translate information into proper semantic representations. Second, in order to improve alert service performance for complicated alert requests, we need a better model to aggregate alert requests. Third, though extracted innovations provide important feedback to the design team, further analysis is still required to determine whether the innovations can be used to make products more profitable.
